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(57) ABSTRACT 

A network intrusion detection system combines the normally 
sequential steps of protocol analysis, normalization, and sig
nature matching through the use of a regular expression to 
speed the monitoring of network data. The regular expression 
also allows the creation of a superset matcher, permitting 
multiple stages of matching of increased accuracy to produce 
additional throughput gains. 
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NETWORK INTRUSION DETECTOR WITH 
COMBINED PROTOCOL ANALYSES, 
NORMALIZATION AND MATCHING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Statement Regarding Federally Sponsored Research 
or Development 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to network intrusion detec
tors used to protect computer networks from attack and in 
particular to a network intrusion detector that provides 
improved detection of malware disguised through the use of 
alternate data encodings. 

Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) are systems 
that attempt to detect malware attacks on computer networks 
by monitoring network traffic. Malware can be computer 
viruses, Trojan horses, spyware, adware, denial of service 
attacks, and other software intended to infiltrate or damage a 
computer system. An example public domain NIDS system is 
Snort, a GPL-licensed open source network intrusion detec
tion system written by Martin Roesch and available from 
Sourcefire of Columbia, Md., US. 

A common NIDS uses a database of malware "signatures" 
identifying known malware. A malware attack is detected by 
matching the signatures to incoming or outgoing network 
traffic on areal-time basis. First, the NIDS parses the network 
traffic according to a protocol specification of the network 
data, for example, identifying an HTTP method or a URL. 
Next, the NIDS matches the parsed traffic to signatures within 
a signature database, each signature which may be keyed to a 
particular protocol element, for example, providing a signa
ture that relates only to a URL. If a match occurs, in a passive 
system, the NIDS logs the attack information and provides an 
alarm to the user. In an intrusion prevention NIDS system, the 
NIDS also attempts to "log off' the attacker or otherwise 
block access to the network. 

Attackers may attempt to elude detection by a signature
based NIDS by altering the encoding of the malware data so 
that it no longer matches existing signatures yet is function
ally unchanged. This may be done by changing the encoding 
of the malware in relatively minor ways, for example, by 
switching upper case characters to lower case, and vice versa 
or by expressing characters as hexadecimal ASCII values, or 
by using other encodings recognized by the network comput
ers as equivalent. The alternate encodings avoid a strict match 
with existing signatures without functionally altering the 
malware. 

NIDS designers have responded to this problem of alter
native encodings by employing a "normalization" step in 
which network traffic is normalized by changing all alternate 
encodings of each character of the network traffic into an 
equivalent character in a common encoding set. For example, 
the normalizing step may convert all network data into lower 
case characters. Signatures expressed in the common encod
ing set (e.g., lower case characters) are then applied to the 
normalized network data. 

2 
malization, and signature matching, performs unnecessary 
duplicate inspections of the network data. Accordingly, the 
present invention blends the protocol analysis, normalizing 
and matching process together in a "protomatcher" that effec-

5 tively interleaves protocol analysis, matching and normaliza
tion so that the protocol analysis, normalization, and match
ing process may share a single inspection of the network data 

Blending protocol analysis, normalizing and matching 
together further simplifies the creation of a "superset proto-

lO matcher," that is, an NIDS which operates quickly to identify 
a large proportion, but not all, of the benign traffic. This 
superset protomatcher is then followed by a more careful 
signature analysis (possibly, but not necessarily, also a pro-

15 tomatcher) which separates out the remaining benign traffic. 
The high speed obtainable in the superset protomatcher off
sets the added time needed for two steps of signature analyses 
(superset and regular signature analysis) by significantly 
reducing the number of data strings that must be subject to 

20 two steps of signature analysis. 
While the preferred embodiment of the invention provides 

a combination of protocol analysis, normalization, and sig
nature matching for parallel execution, combinations of pro
tocol analysis and signature matching, or normalization and 

25 signature matching can provide similar if lesser benefits and 
are also contemplated by the present invention. 

Specifically then, the present invention provides a network 
intrusion monitor including a network connection and an 
electronic memory holding at least one regular expression 

30 providing in combination at least one of the processes of: 
protocol analysis, normalization, together with the process of 
signature matching to malware strings. An electronic com
puter communicates with the network and memory and 
executes a stored program to read a string from the network 

35 and applies the string against the regular expression to simul
taneously parse and/or normalize and signature match the 
string. When a match to a malware signature occurs, an output 
indicating this match is generated. 

It is thus one object of the invention to significantly reduce 
40 time expended in protocol analysis and normalization of 

strings by eliminating multiple inspections of the data. 
The regular expression may identify a pattern matching at 

least two different strings. For example, the pattern may 
match all equivalent encodings of a string under a give pro-

45 tocol or protocol elements associated with portions of the 
string. 

Thus it is an object of the invention to provide a system for 
combining multiple functions of protocol analysis, normal
ization and matching. Regular expression, providing sophis-

50 ticated pattern descriptions, including Boolean connectors 
and range definitions allow all of these functions to be com
bined and progressively applied in parallel to network strings. 

The pattern matches multiple different malware types. 
Thus it is another object of the invention to reduce the 

55 number of passes or "reads" of the network data necessary to 
match network data to multiple malware signatures. 

Protocol analysis and normalization can significantly 
decrease the throughput of the NIDS. Further, it is difficult to 60 

create an a priori normalization system that is efficient and 

The regular expression may be represented as a determin
istic finite state machine incorporating each of the alternative 
encodings of the malware string. 

Thus, it is an object of at least one embodiment of the 
invention to provide for a compact, yet flexible, implementa
tion of a regular expression. correct. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present inventors have recognized that a typical NIDS, 
performing the three separate steps of protocol analysis, nor-

The finite state machine may include references to second
ary state machines stored in memory independently from the 

65 finite state machine, the secondary state machines providing 
protocol analysis, normalization or matching invoked mul
tiple times by the finite state machine. 
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Thus, it is an object of at least one embodiment of the 
invention to reduce the need for large amounts of memory, as 
would be necessary to store reproduce and store common, 
reoccurring elements of the finite state machine. 

4 
intrusion detection system 16 may include a connection to the 
network 14 to receive and monitor network data 28 formal
ware strings. 

The electronic memory may further holds superset regular 5 

expressions matching both malware strings and benign 
strings and wherein the electronic computer first applies the 
network string against the superset regular expression pro
viding in combination at least two of the processes of: proto
col analysis, normalization, and signature matching of each 10 

string; and only when the superset regular expression matches 
the string, proceeding application of the regular expression 
and otherwise obtaining a new string from the network. 

A typical NIDS 16 will include a network protocol pre
processor 20, for example, a TCP/IP stack which orders and 
assembles packetized data (not shown) according to a par
ticular network protocol into logical strings 30 and a signature 
detection system 22 that compares the strings 30 to a list of 
malware signatures 24. When a string 30 matches one signa-
ture of the set of storedmalware signatures 24, an alarm signal 
26 is generated. The alarm signal may be used to provide for 
active responses, including updating of firewalls, signatures, 
and/or termination of ongoing network sessions related to the 
malware. Thus, it is an object of at least one embodiment of the 

invention to provide for two or more steps of comparison of 15 

increasing accuracy to reduce the number of cases when a 
network string must be fully normalized and matched. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, in a prior art NIDS, the strings 30 
of the network data 28 may include benign strings 32 (e.g. P, 
P' and P") and malware strings 33 ( e.g. M, M' and M") 
wherein P, P' and P" and M, M' and M" represent, in this 
example, alternative encodings of a single logical string P or 
M. All of these strings were first created by the protocol 
pre-processor 20 (not shown) which read malware network 

The foregoing objects and advantages may not apply to all 
embodiments of the invention and are not intended to define 
the scope of the invention, for which purpose claims are 20 

provided. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of a standard NIDS 
system suitable for use with the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a prior art normal
ize-then-match NIDS system showing the process of distin
guishing between malware and benign network traffic; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an incremental, blended 
normalization and matching (normalatching) used by the 
present invention in lieu of the normalize-then-match process 
of the prior art; 

FIG. 4 is a figure similar to that of FIG. 2 showing an 
example implementation of the normalatcher employing state 
machine signatures; 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary representation of a simple state 
machine signature used in the normalatcher of FIG. 3 and 
showing state transitions between two elements of the state 
machine signature; 

FIG. 6 is a figure similar to that of FIG. 4 showing a more 
complex state machine signature; 

FIG. 7 is a figure similar to that of FIG. 3 showing a second 
embodiment of the invention employing a two-stage match
ing process, such as may use normalatchers in the first and/or 
second stage; 

FIG. 8 is a pictorial representation of a method of storing 
the normalized signatures in memory so as to improve 
memory usage; 

data and assembled it into parsed strings 30 identified to 
particular parts of the protocol ( e.g. method, URL, etc) This 
parsing time may be assigned an average parsing time Ta. All 

25 of these strings 30 are received by a normalizer 31, which 
reads them for a second time and converts them into normal
ized benign strings (P) or normalized malicious strings (M), 
as the case may be, using a single standardized encoding of 
each character of the strings 30, for example, lower case 

30 alphanumeric characters. The result is normalized network 
data 28' produced with an average time of normalization per 
string of T 1 . 

The normalized network data 28' is next provided to a 
matcher 34, which reads the data for a third time and com-

35 pares each element of the normalized strings 30 to corre
sponding elements of each signature of a list of normalized 
malware signatures 24', the normalized signatures also being 
expressed in the standardized encoding of the normalization. 
If the normalized string 30 matches at all elements with 

40 corresponding elements of at least one normalized malware 
signature 24', an alarm signal 26 is produced. Otherwise, the 
normalized string 30 is considered benign. 

The time required for the matching process of matcher 34 
will typically be dependent on the number of signatures, the 

45 length of the strings 30 and how early in the strings 30 a 
mismatch with a signature occurs, but in a given situation can 
be assigned an average time of matching of T2 . The time 
required to process each string 30 will thus be Ta+ T1 +T 2 . 

FIG. 9 is a figure similar to that of FIG. 3 showing an 50 

implementation of the normalatcher that better resists algo
rithmic attacks; 

Combined Normalization and Signature Matching 

Referring now to FIG. 3 in a first embodiment of the 
present invention, the network data 28 is provided to the 
normalatcher 36, which provides blended normalizing and 

FIG. lOa-c is a set of block diagrams similar to FIG. 1 
showing an extension of the normalatching approach to 
include protocol analysis of network traffic; and 

FIG. 11 is a figure similar to that of FIG. 5, showing a 
simplified comparison of a sequential and parallel of protocol 
analysis, normalization and matching to signatures, showing 
the reduction of data buffering. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to FIG. 1, computer system 10 may include 
one or more computers 12 attached to a network 14 on which 
network data 28 comprised of strings 30 of elements 29 
(typically bytes) may be received or transmitted. A network 

55 matching of signatures and strings. In operation, the norma
latcher 36 may receive a string 30, for example, having three 
elements 29 designated a, b and c. At a first step 38a, the 
normalatcher 36 may normalize and compare the first ele
ment a of the string 30 with a corresponding first element 37a 

60 of a first malware signature 24. If there is a mismatch, the 
normalatching process for that signature is terminated as 
indicated by arrow 40. If there is a match at a second step 38b, 
the normalatcher 36 may normalize and compare the second 
element b of the string 30 with a corresponding second ele-

65 ment 37b of the first malware signature 24. Again, ifthere is 
a mismatch, the normalatching process is terminated, as indi
cated by arrow 40; but, ifthere is a match at a third step 38c, 
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the normalatcher 36 may normalize and compare the third 
element c of the string 30 with a corresponding third element 
37c of the first malware signature 24. 

6 
ally to one logical element 29 of a malware string 33. Any 
state, for example state 44a, may reference a secondary state 
machine 50 that, for example, provides for an analysis of all 
the alternative encodings of the letter "A". The secondary 

5 state machine 50 performing this task thus need not be stored 
with each malware signature 24, but may be stored commonly 
to save memory. More complex secondary state machines 52, 
for example, ones that analyze a three-digit string ( e.g., "% 

If there is a match at third step 38c, an alarm signal 26 is 
generated indicating that a malware string 33 has been 
detected. On the other hand, ifthere is a mismatch at this third 
step 38c, at which point in this example the entire string has 
been normalized and compared, the program is exited as 
indicated by arrow 40, and the process is repeated with the 
next malware signature 24 from the signature list. If there is a 10 

mismatch for all malware signatures 24 in the signature list, 
the string 30 is considered benign. 

20") as a space character, are also possible. 
Referring now to FIG. 7, the normalatcher described above 

provides one method ofimplementing a multi-stage NIDS 16' 
that may further increase the efficiency of the normalizing 
process. In such a system, network data 28, including m 
variations of malware strings 33 and benign strings 32, is 

Per this example, however, it will be understood that for 
many benign strings 32, the full three steps 38a-38c will not 
be completed but the process will terminate early at either 
step 38a or step 38b. In these cases, normalization of the 
entire string 3 0 will have been avoided resulting in an average 
analysis per string ofT 3 , substantially less than the sum ofT 1 

and T 2 . An additional time savings may occurs because of the 
elimination of the multiple "reads" of the data. The inventors 
have determined that, in certain circumstances, over 20% 
improvement in average per string analysis time can be had 
over the system described with respect to FIG. 2. 

15 provided to a superset matcher 60 employing a "less specific" 
malware signature 24 11

• Less specific signatures provide some 
false-positive matches (i.e. identifying benign strings 32 as 
malware strings 33), but operate more quickly to provide 
higher throughput to analyze network data 28. One method of 

20 producing a less specific string is to omit some states of the 
state machines 42 described above, those associated with 
particular standard encodings. That is, instead of a state 
machine that normalatches each of the elements of "attack," a 
less specific state machine can be created that normalatches Referring now to FIG. 4, eachofthenormalatching steps of 

38a, 38b and 38c may implemented using regular expressions 
embodied as a set of deterministic finite state machines 42, 
each forming a malware signature 24 11

, each being a different 
state machine representing a particular class of malware. 
Alternatively, a single state machine can represent all mal
ware signatures. In the former case, each state machine 42 
provides a set of defined states 44 and a transition between 
those states 44 (indicated by line joining the states 44). Such 
state machines are well known in the art, and may be imple
mented in a variety of scripts or computer languages which 
can be loaded from the list of signatures and used to guide the 35 

normalatching process in a method analogous to standard 
signature matching but where the state machine 42 controls 
the matching and normalization process. 

25 only "tack". This latter state machine will perform its norma
latching faster because there are fewer elements to normalize 
and match and will use less memory. 

The superset matcher 60, which need not be a norma
latcher, reviews the m variations of malware strings 33 and 

30 benign strings 32 to identify a mixed set 62 of malware strings 
33 and benign strings 32 of total number n<m. This mixed set 
62 may then be operated on by a standard matcher 39' (which 
may, but need not, be a normalatcher) to sort the remaining 
benign strings 32 from the malware strings 33. 

The superset matcher 60 may operate more quickly than 
the matcher 39', as noted above, to provide an average pro
cessing time per string T4 in comparison to the processing 
time T 3 of the matcher 39'. Yet the multi-stage NIDS 16' may 
provide improved throughput to the extent that (m*T4)+ 

40 (n*T3)<(m*T3 ). Additional stages of increasingly specific 
signatures could also be used. 

Referring to FIG. 5, an example state machine 42 may have 
two states 44a and 44b ( among others) defining the normal
ization and matching of sequential given elements of a string 
30. In this example, the state machine 42 analyzes at state 44a 
whether the element 29 of a string 30 is the character "N" in 
any of a variety of alternative encodings including: "n," "N," 
"% 4e," "% 4E," "% 6e," and"% 6E," where "4E" is the ASCII 45 

representation of"n" and "6E" is the ASCII representation of 
"N". State 44a transitions to state 44b only if one of these 
forms is detected; otherwise, the normalatching of this state 
machine 42 is terminated per arrow 40. 

It will be understood that signatures of arbitrary length can 50 

be created through the chaining of sufficient state 44 together 
with similar state transitions. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, a more complex state machine 
may be shown for capturing alternative encodings of the letter 
"U" as uppercase, lowercase, hexadecimal encodedASCII, or 55 

as a Uuencode, in which the ASCII numeral is preceded by the 
string"% u00". In this case, intervening states 46 are created 

Combined Protocol Analysis, Normalization, and 
Signature Matching 

The basis principles described above may be also applied 
to a system that combines the protocol analysis of the network 
protocol pre-processor 20 with signature matching, also pre
venting unnecessary redundant readings of the network data 
and eliminating full protocol analysis when the matching step 
indicates a mismatch. 

An even greater improvement can be obtained by combin-
ing the protocol analysis, normalization, and signature 
matching. Referring now to FIGS.1 and 10a, as noted above, 
a prior art implementation of a typical NIDS 16 will include 
a network protocol pre-processor 20 which orders and 
assembles packetized data according to a particular network 
protocol into logical strings associated with particular proto
col elements. Thus, for example, HTTP data may be parsed 

to capture the mapping of multiple characters to a single 
alternative encoding. Thus, for example, the character string 
"% u004e" maps to the single alternative encoding of"u". 

Some mappings, such as that just described, will be used 
repeatedly in different state machines 42, consuming signifi
cant amounts of memory within the signature list. This 
memory usage can be moderated through the implementation 

60 into a set of fields including a method ( such as GET or POST), 
an address or URL, as well as other fields of HTTP version 
number, character encoding, etc. The parsed data is then 
stored in a buffer as indicated by line 72, which represents 

of a hierarchical normalatcher. Referring to FIG. 8, in such a 65 

system, a primary state machine 42 may be generated having 
multiple states 44a through 44d, each corresponding gener-

both a storage (and later recovery) operation and a point of 
process division. Each of these parsed fields may then be read 
from the buffer and normalized by a normalizing program 
16a. The normalizing program 16a converts the string ele-
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signature analysis techniques used to analyze the smaller set 
of positive matches from the superset matcher. 
The use of the term "regular expression" herein is not 
intended to require any specific syntax but to embrace any 

ments into their normalized form and again stores them as 
indicated by line 74 for reference by latter programs. In 
particular, the normalized data is read from the buffer and 
matched by a matcher 16b against a list of text string malware 
signatures 24. Up to three separate inspections (two if parsing 
and normalization are combined) are required by this system. 

5 sophisticated pattern description allowing the implementa
tion of combined functions of normalization etc., described 
above. It is specifically intended that the present invention not 
be limited to the embodiments and illustrations contained 

Referring to FIG. 10b, the normalatcher 36 of the present 
invention, as described above, combines the normalization 
and the matching to reduce the number of inspections of data 
that are required to a single buffering indicated by line 72. 10 

This combination of normalization and matching is made 
possible by malware signature 24" in the form of determin
istic finite state machines 42, as described above. 

Referring to FIG. 1 Oc, this approach may be extended into 
the protocol analysis of the network data to create a proto- 15 

matcher 70 that combines protocol analysis, normalization, 
and matching into one, eliminating multiple inspections of 
the data. This combination of protocol analysis, normaliza
tion, and matching requires only a simple extension of the 
deterministic finite state machines 42 to include identification 20 

of protocol elements or fields. 
Thus, for example, signature 24"' used to detect the URL 

"dnstools.php" in an HTTP GET request may provide a deter
ministic finite state machines 42 detecting all alternative 
encodings of"GET" followed by at least one space, followed 25 

by all alternative encodings of"www.dnstools.php" using the 
character substitutions described above. As will be under
stood, this deterministic finite state machine 42 effectively 
identifies the protocol element without a separate parsing step 
being insensitive to the use of the string "dnstools.php" out- 30 

side of the URL and, for example, in a POST request. 
Referring to FIG. 11, the time saving resulting from the 

combination of protocol analysis, normalization and signa
ture matching can be understood by reference to a simple 
normlatching example in which the letter "O" is to be 35 

detected (matched to a malware string). A prior art system 
may employ separate normalization programs 16a and 
matching programs 16b (here, for clarity in comparison, 
shown as finite state machines). The normalization program 
16a detects variations in the letter"O" (e.g., "o", "% 6F", etc.) 40 

and if detected, writes the normalized form of"O" to a buffer 
in a writing process 76. 

The normalized string (in this case "O") is then read by the 
matching program 16b which matches it to a malware signa
ture, to produce an alarm signal 26 as described above. Gen- 45 

erally, of course, the network data will be many bytes long and 
the signature will be many characters. The buffering allows 
coordination of the normalization process and the matching 
process when the normalization maps multiple characters 
into a single character. 50 

In contrast, the present invention provides a single norma
latcher 36 ( or protomatcher 70) that combines normalization 
and matching in a single parallel process. Gone are the inter
vening buffer writing 76 and reading 78 and further the 
unnecessary steps of converting for example "% 6F" to "O" 55 

only to match "O" to an "O" signature in a later set of steps. 
With the normalatcher 36, the detection of"% 6F" immedi
ately leads to the generation of a match and an alarm signal 
26. 

The storage of these more complex deterministic finite 60 

state machines 42 may be made more compact using the 
secondary state machine techniques described above with 
respect to FIG. 8. The protomatcher 70 may further be used in 
a superset matching process described with respect to FIG. 7 
in which the signatures 24"' are truncated to provide a rapid 65 

identification of benign data in a superset matching process 
and then a more complete set of signatures 24"' or standard 

herein, but that modified forms of those embodiments, 
including portions of the embodiments and combinations of 
elements of different embodiments, may also be included as 
come within the scope of the following claims. 

We claim: 
1. A network intrusion monitor comprising: 
a network connection receiving data strings; 
an electronic memory holding a plurality of regular expres

sions, each regular expression providing in combination 
at least one of the processes of: protocol analysis and 
normalization, together with the process of matching to 
malware signatures, a match of a data string with the 
regular expression indicating that the string is a portion 
of a malware data string; 

an electronic computer communicating with the network 
and memory and executing a stored program to: 

read a string from the network; 
apply the string against a regular expression, in one pro

cessing of the string, to provide each of the processes of: 
a protocol analysis and normalization, together with the 
process of matching to malware signatures to detect a 
match without separate readings of the string from the 
network for the separate processes; and 

output an alarm signal indicating when the string has 
matched to a malware signature as indicated by the 
match; 

wherein the electronic memory further holds superset 
regular expressions matching both known malware 
strings and known benign strings and wherein the elec
tronic computer after reading a string from the network 
and before applying the string against the regular expres
sion executes the stored program to: 

apply the string against the superset regular expression in 
one processing of the string to provide in combination 
each of the processes of: protocol analysis, normaliza
tion, and signature matching of the string; and 

when the superset regular expression matches the string, 
proceeding to the step of applying the string against the 
regular expression and otherwise returning to the step of 
reading a string from the network for a new string from 
the network. 

2. The network intrusion monitor of claim 1 wherein the 
regular expression identifies a pattern matching at least two 
different strings. 

3. The network intrusion monitor of claim 2 wherein pat
tern matches all equivalent encodings of a string under a given 
protocol. 

4. The network intrusion monitor of claim 2 wherein pat
tern identifies protocol elements associated with the string. 

5. The network intrusion monitor of claim 2 wherein the 
pattern matches multiple different malware types. 

6. The network intrusion monitor of claim 2 wherein the 
pattern matches both known benign and known malicious 
strings. 

7. The network intrusion monitor of claim 1 wherein the 
regular expression is implemented as a finite state machine. 

8. The network intrusion monitor of claim 7 wherein the 
finite state machine includes references to secondary state 
machines stored in memory independently from the finite 
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state machines, the secondary state machines providing one 
of protocol analysis, normalization or matching that may be 
invoked by multiple finite state machines. 

9. A method of network intrusion monitoring comprising 
the steps of: 

reading a string from the network with an electronic com
puter executing a stored program; 

10 
each of the processes of: protocol analysis, normaliza
tion, and signature matching of the string; and 

(b) when the superset regular expression matches the 
string, proceeding to the step of applying the string 
against the superset regular expression and otherwise 
returning to the step of reading a string from the network 
for a new string from the network. 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the regular expression 
identifies a pattern matching at least two different strings. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein pattern matches all 
equivalent encodings of a string under a given protocol. 

12. The method of claim 10 wherein pattern identifies 
protocol elements associated with the string. 

further executing the stored program on the electronic 
computer to apply the string to a regular expression 
stored in an electronic memory, in one processing of the 10 
string, to provide each of the processes of: protocol 
analysis and normalization, together with the process of 
matching against malware signatures without separate 
readings of the string for the separate processes, a match 13. The method of claim 10 wherein the pattern matches 

15 multiple different malware types. of the string with the regular expression indicating that 
the string is a portion of a malware data string; and 

outputting from the electronic computer an alarm signal 
indicating when the string has matched to a malware 
signature; 

14. The method of claim 10 wherein the pattern matches 
both known benign and known malicious strings. 

15. The method of claim 9 wherein the regular expression 
is implemented as a finite state machine. 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the finite state 
machine includes references to secondary state machines 
stored in memory independently from the finite state 
machine, the secondary state machines providing one of pro
tocol analysis, normalization or matching that may be 

wherein the electronic memory further holds superset 20 
regular expressions matching both known malware 
strings and known benign strings and wherein the elec
tronic computer after the step ofreading a string from the 
network and before the step of applying the string 
against the superset regular expression executes the 
stored program to: 

25 invoked multiple times by the finite state machine. 

(a) apply the string against the superset regular expression 
in one processing of the string to provide in combination * * * * * 
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